
CephFS - Backport #43568

nautilus: qa: test setUp may cause spurious MDS_INSUFFICIENT_STANDBY

01/13/2020 11:48 AM - Nathan Cutler

Status: Resolved   

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Nathan Cutler   

Target version: v14.2.8   

Release: nautilus Crash signature (v2):  

Crash signature (v1):    

Description

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32912

Related issues:

Copied from CephFS - Bug #43514: qa: test setUp may cause spurious MDS_INSUFF... Resolved

History

#1 - 01/13/2020 11:48 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied from Bug #43514: qa: test setUp may cause spurious MDS_INSUFFICIENT_STANDBY added

#2 - 01/21/2020 01:36 PM - Ramana Raja

Nathan, can I go ahead and create a backport PR for this?

#3 - 01/27/2020 04:37 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Description updated

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Assignee set to Nathan Cutler

@Ramana - please feel free to take any backport issue that is in state "New" or "Need More Info".

If you can possibly manage it, it would be great if you could use src/script/ceph-backport.sh (from upstream "master" branch) to do your backports...

The reason: ceph-backport.sh writes a nice PR description and completely automates update of the backport tracker issue - no more guesswork.

#4 - 01/28/2020 11:53 AM - Ramana Raja

Nathan Cutler wrote:

@Ramana - please feel free to take any backport issue that is in state "New" or "Need More Info".

If you can possibly manage it, it would be great if you could use src/script/ceph-backport.sh (from upstream "master" branch) to do your

backports... The reason: ceph-backport.sh writes a nice PR description and completely automates update of the backport tracker issue - no more

guesswork.

 

Thanks, Nathan. Got it. Will do.
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#5 - 02/11/2020 04:42 PM - Yuri Weinstein

Nathan Cutler wrote:

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32912

 

merged

#6 - 02/11/2020 09:49 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

- Target version set to v14.2.8

This update was made using the script "backport-resolve-issue".

backport PR https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/32912

merge commit 3b0f093779f9532b766c2605bc05d8e709dbe033 (v14.2.7-566-g3b0f093779f)
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